
Release 1.17 Mar. 2021 Summary Changes based on BA and STA Requests. 
 

 

Highlights 
 

 Fix Reset Match Issues so option works as intended 

 Provide drop down pick list for entries 

 Order the import team lists 
 

Details 
 

 Unable to link to under-age players: error message appears saying parental 
consent is required, but no opportunity is given to the user to enter 
guardian details. Fixed. 

 Fix rounding issue with MYOB report. Payment totals are being incorrectly 
calculated due to a rounding error. Fixed. 

 Auto-mapping should ignore extra mapping values in the 9000 range. Fixed. 

 Mandatory position validation is stopping members being linked as 
players. Fixed. 

 Reset-match functionality appears to no longer work. Fixed. 

 Rename the 'Next' button in the competition add/edit forms to 'Save & 
Continue'. 

 Improve the distribution of byes when generating a knockout, so that top-half 
and bottom-half receive equal number of byes. 

 Allow a logged-in member to book for an event from within BowlsLink. 

 When listing fixtures, order matches using section, round, and 
match date/time ascending. Currently, match dates are ignored. 

 Add support for copying events. 

 Add support for exporting event bookings. 

 Prohibit free-text entry for a player's nominated club on competition entries. 
Entrants must select from a list of clubs registered in the system. Excludes 
competition organisers, who can continue to enter free-text if required. 

 Implement a log-in/sign-up workflow for guest bookings. Prompt a guest 
to sign-in prior to booking if it appears they exist as a BowlsLink member. 
Prompt a guest to create a BowlsLink account after a successful booking. 

 Order the import-teams selection drop-down. Currently, when opting to import 
teams, the selection drop-down displays previous matches in no particular 
order. Previous matches are to be displayed in reverse chronological order. 

 Implement Played Matches Per Member report. To be made available in 
the 'Reports' sub-section of Competitions. 
 


